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Elastic breakup cross sections of well-bound nucleons
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The 9Be(28Mg,27Na) one-proton removal reaction with a large proton separation energy of
Sp(

28Mg)=16.79 MeV is studied at intermediate beam energy. Coincidences of the bound 27Na
residues with protons and other light charged particles are measured. These data are analyzed to
determine the percentage contributions to the proton removal cross section from the elastic and
inelastic nucleon removal mechanisms. These deduced contributions are compared with the eikonal
reaction model predictions and with the previously measured data for reactions involving the re-
moval of more weakly-bound protons from lighter nuclei. The role of transitions of the proton
between different bound single-particle configurations upon the elastic breakup cross section is also
quantified in this well-bound case. The measured and calculated elastic breakup fractions are found
to be in good agreement.

PACS numbers: 24.10.-i 24.50.+g 25.60.Gc 29.38.-c

I. INTRODUCTION

Nucleon removal reactions are a very effective means
to both populate nuclei far from stability with relatively
high yields and to probe their structure. The use of pro-
jectile beams of high energy allows thick reaction targets
to be used providing sufficient luminosity for precise mea-
surements, even for very exotic systems. These high inci-
dent energies (few 100 MeV per nucleon) also allow cer-
tain simplifications in the theoretical description of the
reaction dynamics, namely use of the sudden (fast col-
lision) and eikonal (forward scattering) approximations.
In general, three physical mechanisms may contribute to
the one-nucleon removal reaction cross section. Their
relative importance depends sensitively on the mass and
charge of the target nucleus and the separation energy
of the removed nucleon from the projectile ground-state.
In the case of very weakly-bound nucleons and a heavy,
highly-charged target nucleus the reaction is often domi-
nated by elastic Coulomb breakup and large soft-E1 ex-
citation strength to low relative energy two-body states
of the (residue + nucleon) break-up continuum; see for
example [1, 2] and references therein.

For light target nuclei, most often 9Be and 12C, and the
removal of a more well-bound nucleon, our primary in-
terest here, such Coulomb dissociation contributions are
negligible and the reaction proceeds by the strong inter-

action. The two contributing mechanisms are then: (i)
elastic breakup of the projectile, also called diffraction
dissociation, where the differential forces acting between
the constituents and the target dissociate the projectile
but leave the target nucleus in its ground state, and (ii)
inelastic breakup, where the interactions that remove the
nucleon transfer energy to and remove the target nucleus
from the elastic channel. This second mechanism is often
called stripping. Since these two reaction mechanisms
lead to distinct final states, their cross sections can be
added and, since most intermediate energy experiments
measure only the projectile-like residues (after nucleon
removal), these are normally compared with the sum of
model calculations of the cross sections computed due
to the two mechanisms. However, given the now signif-
icant body of experimental data that shows systematic
differences of these measured removal yields from those
calculated using shell-model plus reaction theory inputs,
shown in Refs. [3, 4], particularly those involving well-
bound nucleons, the quality of the theoretical predictions
of these two mechanisms is significant to validate the
models used. We note that in the case of a 9Be target,
that is itself weakly bound with Sn=1.66 MeV and with
no bound excited states, the stripping mechanism at en-
ergies near 100 MeV per nucleon will in general populate
a many-particle final state and several light fragments,
including the removed nucleon.
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There have been extensive investigations of few-body
models for the elastic breakup of the deuteron and well-
clustered nuclei due to the Coulomb and nuclear interac-
tions. Many have been extended, refined and applied for
the study of light weakly-bound (halo) nuclei. These, in
general, provide an excellent description of the increasing
body of available elastic scattering and elastic breakup
data on both one- and two-neutron halo systems. To ac-
count for the many-body nature of light halo nuclei, more
microscopic and ab-initio structure/reaction treatments
are also being developed. Few-body methods now include
Faddeev-based, coupled-channels and multiple-scattering
quantum methods, eikonal-like and other semi-classical
approaches, each optimal for different ranges of projec-
tile energies and target nuclei but with valuable regions
of overlap. In contrast, the reaction dynamics of elas-
tic (and inelastic) breakup of more bound nucleons has
received relatively little recent theoretical or experimen-
tal attention. Here, published calculations have been re-
stricted to the use of eikonal models (e.g. [3, 5, 6] and
multiple references therein) and the transfer to the con-
tinuum (TC) technique [7, 8]; although the latter is not
applicable to proton removal and in its usual implemen-
tation uses approximations that are also poorly-suited to
reactions involving well-bound neutrons [9, 10].

Early experimental studies of the removal reaction
mechanism [11] also focused on the study of neutron re-
moval from light neutron halo nuclei. In these experi-
ments, neutron detectors covered only very forward an-
gles and the elastic breakup component of the cross sec-
tion was measured exclusively. Based on a quite sim-
ple geometrical model and the assumed dominance of
the asymptotic region of the neutron wave function, it
was suggested that the relative contribution to the re-
moval reaction cross section from the diffractive mecha-
nism will decrease with the neutron separation energy as
1/

√
Sn – a relatively rapid fall in the diffraction compo-

nent with Sn,p. Intermediate-energy eikonal model cal-
culations for both well- and weakly-bound nucleons on
the other hand suggest that the single-particle removal
cross sections (stripping plus diffraction) are strongly cor-
related with the root mean squared (rms) radius of the
orbital from which the nucleon is removed, see e.g. Fig.
2 of Ref. [3]. The calculations also suggest a weaker
dependence of the elastic breakup contribution on sepa-
ration energy and that this component persists and con-
tributes significantly to the removal of well-bound nucle-
ons. This paper aims to quantify this fractional elastic
breakup contribution using more exclusive measurements
for the 9Be(28Mg,27Na) one-proton removal reaction with
proton separation energy Sp(

28Mg) = 16.79 MeV.

The first precise measurement of the individual con-
tributions from the stripping and diffraction mechanisms
to nucleon removal [12] also exploited weakly-bound pro-
jectiles, 8B and 9C, having proton separation energies
of Sp= 0.137 MeV and 1.296 MeV, respectively. The
measured contributions from the diffractive and strip-
ping mechanisms were found to be in good agreement

with the predictions using the eikonal reaction dynamics
description. That analysis also made use of continuum
discretized coupled channels (CDCC) calculations of the
elastic breakup to correct the measurements for cross sec-
tion that was unobserved due to the restricted solid angle
coverage for proton and light charged particle detection
in the experiment.
In this work, we extend this earlier study of exclu-

sive reaction mechanism measurements to the removal
of strongly-bound protons. The data are compared with
eikonal reaction model calculations and the role of transi-
tions of the proton between bound single-particle config-
urations is quantified in this strongly-bound case. We
show conclusively that the importance of the elastic
breakup mechanism is not limited to loosely-bound sys-
tems but persists in the removal of well-bound nucleons.
The dependence of the elastic breakup fraction on Sp will
be discussed.
We study the 9Be(28Mg,27Na) reaction that is well

suited as a test case since: (i) the proton separation
energy from 28Mg is large (Sp = 16.79 MeV), and (ii)
intense intermediate-energy beams of 28Mg are available.
Furthermore, since both 28Mg and its reaction residue
27Na have a simple structure, due to theN = 16 sub-shell
closure, their spectra are very well described by shell-
model calculations in the sd-shell model space. Based on
shell-model spectroscopy, the one-proton removal reac-
tion from 28Mg is expected to mainly populate the 27Na
ground state. No γ-ray detection was used to identify the
27Na final state in the present measurement. The new ex-
perimental data are compared with the earlier data for
the loosely bound 8B and 9C systems [12].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The 28Mg beam was produced by fragmentation of
an 40Ar primary beam with an energy of 140 MeV/u,
provided by the coupled cyclotron facility at the Na-
tional Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL),
on a 846 mg/cm2 9Be production target. The desired
fragment with an energy of 93 MeV/u was selected with
the A1900 fragment separator [13] and impinged on a
9 mg/cm2 9Be secondary target at the target position of
the S800 high resolution magnetic spectrograph [14]. In-
coming beam particles were identified event-by-event by
their time-of-flight between two plastic scintillators be-
fore the target. The average rate on target was 5 · 105
28Mg/s. The largest contaminant, 29Al, amounted to
only 1.5% of the total beam intensity.
The reaction residues were identified by an energy loss

measurement in an ionization chamber in the focal plane
detector box of the S800 spectrograph and the time-of-
flight between a scintillator before the target and one in
the focal plane. Momentum and energy of the reaction
residues were reconstructed from the magnetic rigidity
setting of the S800 spectrograph and the angles and po-
sitions of particles in the focal plane, measured with po-
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sition sensitive cathode readout drift chambers (CRDC).
Light charged particles from the removal reaction were
detected in coincidence with the heavy 27Na residue in
the high resolution array HiRA [15]. ∆E − E telescopes
based on 1.5 mm thick double-sided silicon strip detec-
tors (DSSSD) and 4 cm long CsI crystals allowed for un-
ambiguous event-by-event identification of light charged
particles, such as protons, deuterons, tritons, 3He and α
particles. The HiRA array covered polar angles (ϑ) from
9◦ to 56◦ and for a given value of ϑ up to 40% of the
azimuthal angles were covered. A correction for the lim-
ited azimuthal acceptance within the ϑ range was applied
following our previous work [16].
Two settings of the S800 spectrograph were used. Both

optical settings have distinct advantages which are de-
scribed below. The first optics mode, (i), is the so-called
focused mode. The second mode, (ii), the so-called dis-
persion matched mode, offers a higher resolution. Mode
(i): In order to precisely measure the inclusive one-proton
removal reaction cross section, the beam was focused on
the target. Corrections for the incoming momentum dis-
persion were made by measuring the position and angle
at the intermediate image before the target with two po-
sition sensitive parallel plate avalanche counters (PPAC).
In the focused mode, acceptance cuts were limited and
well under control. Since the reaction point on the tar-
get is well defined the angle of the light charged parti-
cles could be determined with high precision. However,
the momentum resolution for the heavy residues is then
limited to ∆p = 24 MeV/c. Mode (ii): In contrast to
the high-resolution mode, the spectrograph was operated
in the dispersion matched mode allowing for a precise
measurement of the momentum change in the reaction
(∆p = 4.6 MeV/c). The disadvantage of this method,
since the dispersion of the beam at the target plane is
very large, is that only part of the incoming beam hits
the target. Thus, a measurement of the absolute reaction
cross section cannot be obtained and only relative values
are reported. A second, additional uncertainty in this
measurement mode is the uncertainty in the event-by-
event position of the reaction (in the dispersive direction)
in the target plane. Since the beam is spread over the
target, the emission angle of the light particle can only
be obtained with a ϑ uncertainty of 6− 9◦, depending on
the angle.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS

The inclusive one-proton removal reaction cross section
was measured in the focused mode. No coincidence with
particles detected in HiRA was required. Due to the
finite acceptance of the S800 spectrograph, corrections
at the largest and smallest residue momenta had to be
applied. In total, these corrections amount to 2% of the
inclusive cross section. For the 9Be(28Mg,27Na) reaction
an inclusive cross section of 36(1) mb was obtained.
In coincidence with the 27Na residue, light charged

particles are detected in HiRA. Events with deuterons,
tritons or heavier particles are associated with the in-
elastic removal (stripping) mechanism since the addi-
tional nucleons can only originate from the target nu-
cleus. Both elastic and inelastic removal processes con-
tribute to events where 27Na nuclei and a proton are
detected in coincidence. In elastic breakup events, the
energy of the detected proton and the corresponding one-
proton removal residue are correlated. This correlation
can be investigated through the missing mass of the event
which is reconstructed from the momenta and energies
(the momentum four-vectors P ) of the 27Na residue and
the proton.

Mmiss =
√

(Pbeam +Mtarget − Pp − PNa)2

This missing mass spectrum is shown in the lower panel
in Fig. 1. Figure 1 also presents the missing mass spec-
tra for the previously measured cases, weakly-bound pro-
ton removal from the light nuclei 8B and 9C [12] for
comparison with the present case. The elastic breakup
events are characterized by the peak in the missing
mass corresponding to the mass of the target nucleus,
M(9Be) = 8.395 GeV/c2. In the elastic breakup mech-
anism the nucleon is removed in a collision that leaves
the target nucleus in its ground state. As no energy is
lost to the target nucleus in this case, this leads to a
sharp peak in the missing mass. In stripping events on
the other hand, where there is energy transfer and the
target is excited to a greater or lesser degree, the miss-
ing mass for such events is higher than the target mass.
The continuous broad distributions seen in all panels in
Fig. 1 are thus attributed to inelastic breakup events.
We note that the larger proton separation energy of the
present data set results in the relative contribution from
elastic breakup to these proton coincidence events being
significantly reduced. This is to be expected for the pro-
ton separation energy of Sp = 16.79 MeV, as compared
to Sp = 1.296 MeV and 0.137 MeV for the 9C and 8B
systems, respectively.
In order to quantify the elastic breakup component

to the removal cross section this missing mass spectrum
is fitted. In the case of the weakly bound 9C and 8B
systems we show a function consisting of two Gaussians
following the earlier work of [12]. Numerical values for
the relative amount of the elastic breakup cross section
discussed later are taken from [12]. The fitting function
in the lower panel consists of a Gaussian, to describe the
diffraction peak, and a smooth sigmoid step function,
to estimate the background from stripping events below
Mmiss = 8.41 GeV/c2.

f(Mmiss) =
N√
2π σ

exp

[

−
(

Mmiss −M0√
2 σ

)2
]

+N ′

[

1 + exp

(

M ′

0 −Mmiss

σ′

)]

−2

The choice for this shape is motivated by the assump-
tion that the elastic breakup leads to a sharp peak (delta
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Missing mass spectra of the one-proton
removal reaction residues 7Be (a), 8B (b) and 27Na (c) and a
proton detected in coincidence. The beam energies are shown
in each panel. The arrows show the position of the target
mass, M(9Be), and indicate events associated with proton re-
moval by the elastic breakup mechanism. The 28Mg spectrum
is from the current measurement and the 8B and 9C spectra
were extracted from the data sets of Ref. [12].

function) at Mmiss = M(9Be) and the inelastic compo-
nent only contributes for Mmiss > M(9Be). These ideal
shapes are then smeared with the experimental resolu-
tion. All six parameters of the fit function are left free to
vary. Within the uncertainty of the resulting values we
find M0 = M ′

0 and σ = σ′. The width of the elastic peak

σ is in agreement with the expected resolution given by
the momentum width of the incoming beam, the differ-
ential energy loss in the target, and the energy and angle
resolution for protons detected in HiRA. It is more nar-
row in the case of the proton removal reaction from 28Mg
because of the different optics mode used for the S800.
The data for proton removal from 28Mg shown in Fig. 1
(lower panel) were recorded in dispersion matched mode,
while the data sets for the weakly-bound light nuclei (up-
per and central panels) were measured in focused mode
– in order to extract the proton angular distribution [12].
In order to extract the elastic contribution to the breakup
cross section from Fig. 1 the part of the inelastic contri-
bution leaking into the elastic peak has to be obtained
from the fitting procedure. This is the major source of
uncertainty in the extraction of the elastic cross section.
We have estimated this systematic uncertainty to be 5 %
by varying the shape of the sigmoid function, and by fix-
ing certain parameters in the fit. Before the cross section
for the elastic break up process can be compared to the-
oretical predictions, additional systematic corrections for
misidentification of high and low energy protons must be
applied because Fig. 1 only contains events with proton
kinetic energies between 15 and 120 MeV.

The measured cross section for 27Na and proton coin-
cidences has to be corrected for the misidentification of
particles with very low energies. Protons with kinetic en-
ergies below 15 MeV are stopped in the silicon detectors
of HiRA and cannot be unambiguously identified. The
differential cross sections as a function of the light parti-
cle energy therefore shows a step at the energy that is re-
quired to punch through the silicon detector. This energy
is different for the different light particles. This specific
energy loss allows us to extract the number of protons
amongst the unidentified particles and correct the elastic
break up cross section accordingly. At the highest en-
ergies (Ep & 120 MeV) protons will punch through the
silicon as well as the CsI detectors of HiRA with the result
that their total kinetic energy is unknown, and they can-
not be unambiguously identified using the ∆E −E tech-
nique. In order to determine the systematic correction for
misidentification of these high energy protons, the differ-
ential cross section as a function of proton kinetic energy
is analyzed for the identified protons. This distribution
shows a sharp cut-off at Ep ≈ 120 MeV which allows us
to estimate that 5% of the elastic breakup events result
from proton kinetic energies greater than 120 MeV.

After application of these corrections, the elastic
breakup fraction of the total one-proton removal cross
section can be determined relative to the inclusive cross
section for production of 27Na, discussed above. The
value obtained from the 27Na data set taken in disper-
sion matched mode (extracted from Fig. 1 for identified
protons and from a similar plot for particles with kinetic
energies below the identification threshold) is 11.2(12)%
after the aforementioned corrections have been applied.
The broad distribution in the missing-mass distribution
of Fig. 1, for identified protons, represents 37(2)% of the
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detected inelastic breakup (stripping) events. While the
resolution in the missing mass spectrum is worse when us-
ing the data set taken in focused mode, an elastic breakup
fraction of 12.5(17)% was determined. This shows that
even though the two settings have distinct disadvantages,
a consistent result is obtained from the two data sets. Fi-
nally, these experimental values need to be corrected for
the missing angular acceptance of the HiRA array for po-
lar angles ϑ < 9◦. As in [12], this correction is estimated
using continuum discretized coupled channels (CDCC)
calculations. This will be discussed in Section IVC.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Shell-model input

As stated, the measurements made are inclusive with
respect to all bound final states of 27Na, whose ground
state has Sn = 6.73 MeV. Shell-model calculations us-
ing the USD sd-shell effective interaction [17] are used
to compute the 28Mg ground-state and the 27Na fi-
nal states and one-proton removal spectroscopic factors
(C2S). This shell model proton-removal strength is pre-
dominantly to just three final states, with observed coun-
terparts; the 5/2+ ground state, with C2S = 3.137, an
almost degenerate 3/2+ (14 keV) state with C2S = 0.124,
and a 1/2+ (1630 keV) state with C2S = 0.304. Addi-
tional small fragments of 5/2+, 3/2+ and 1/2+ strength
are distributed over many excited states below the 6.73
MeV first neutron threshold. Thus, as stated earlier, the
ground-state to ground-state removal is expected to be
the dominant transition. However, given the inclusive
nature of the measurements, in the following calcula-
tions, when comparisons are made with the data, we sum
these small fragments of strength into the spectroscopic
factors used for the three states above. These become
C2S(5/2+) = 3.289, C2S(3/2+) = 0.262 and C2S(1/2+)
= 0.330 and are the values shown in Table I. Their sum,
of 3.88, effectively exhausts the spectroscopic sum-rule.
Given the large ground-state to ground-state Sp of 16.79
MeV, assigning the same (smaller) excitation energy to
these multiple small fragments will overestimate slightly
their cross section contribution, but this has a very small
effect on the inclusive cross section and negligible effect
on the fraction of cross section due to elastic breakup.

B. Eikonal model calculations

This shell-model structure information is now used
with the eikonal dynamical model [5, 6] to make theoreti-
cal predictions for the inclusive one-proton removal cross
section at 93 MeV per nucleon and for its components
from the elastic and inelastic breakup mechanisms. More
specifically, we follow precisely: (i) the framework for the
construction of the proton- and residue-target optical po-
tentials and their eikonal S-matrices, from the assumed

9Be target and 27Na Hartree-Fock (HF) densities, and
(ii) constraints on the geometries of the bound state ra-
dial overlap functions of the proton using analogous and
consistent HF calculations for 28Mg, as are described in
detail in Ref. [3]. All bound proton wave functions are
calculated in Woods-Saxon wells with diffuseness a0 =
0.7 fm and a spin-orbit potential strength of Vso = 6.0
MeV. The reduced radius parameters r0 consistent with
the HF constraints are 1.285, 1.322 and 1.205 fm for the
1d5/2, 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 orbitals, respectively. The effec-
tive proton separation energies used in comparing with
the data are determined from the empirical Sp and the
shell-model excitation energies in Table I.
Based on these reaction inputs, Fig. 2 shows the calcu-

lated dependence of the percentage fractional contribu-
tion of the elastic breakup (diffraction) mechanism to the
proton removal cross section for pure 1d5/2, 1d3/2 and
2s1/2 single-proton orbitals as a function of the proton
separation energy – from Sp = 0.05 through 20 MeV. The
actual contributions from each shell-model final state,
weighted by their spectroscopic factors, at the physical
Sp are shown in Table I. The theoretical cross sections
σth include the [A/(A − 1)]N center-of-mass correction
factor to the shell-model spectroscopic factors [18], with
N = 2 for these sd-shell orbitals. We see that, from
these eikonal model calculations, the computed theoret-
ical elastic breakup fraction is 18%. In Section IVD we
will investigate minor corrections to these presented con-
ventional eikonal calculations – due to some flux leading
to transitions of the proton between bound states and
not to the breakup continuum. First we discuss the mea-
sured and calculated inclusive cross section values and
also comment on the separation energy dependence of
the calculated elastic breakup fractions as are shown by
the lines in Fig. 2.

TABLE I: Shell-model states of 27Na and their spectroscopic
factors (see text) for one-proton removal from 28Mg from
the USD effective interaction [17]. We show the theoreti-
cal proton-removal cross sections to each final state (for 93
MeV/nucleon projectiles on a 9Be target), their elastic and
inelastic breakup components, and the overall predicted frac-
tion (%) of elastic breakup events. The predicted summed
C2S of 3.88 to these bound configurations essentially exhausts
the maximum available strength.

Jπ Ex C2S σinel
th σelas

th σth elas
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (%)

5/2+ 0.000 3.289 38.75 8.47 47.22 17.9
3/2+ 0.014 0.262 2.95 0.64 3.59 17.8
1/2+ 1.630 0.330 3.86 0.92 4.78 19.3
Sum 3.88 45.56 10.03 55.59 18.0

1. Inclusive cross section

Regarding comparison with the measured inclusive
cross section of 36(1) mb, the calculated cross section
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Computed fractional contribution (%)
of the elastic breakup (diffraction) reaction mechanism to the
proton removal cross section as a function of the proton sep-
aration energy. The lines show the predictions of the eikonal
model for proton removal from 1d5/2 (solid black), 1d3/2 (dot-
ted red) and 2s1/2 (dashed green) orbitals. The theoretical
prediction, 18%, when using spectroscopic factors calculated
from the shell model (see text and Table I), is shown by the
filled black circle.

is seen to be 55.6 mb. The asymmetry of the neutron
and proton Fermi surfaces in 28Mg, based on their sep-
aration energies and the dominance of the ground-state
transition, means (in the notation of [3]) that ∆S = 8.29
MeV for one-proton removal. The cross sections ratio
Rs = σexp/σth is therefore 0.65(2). This value is consis-
tent with the systematics of this cross section ratio with
∆S, referred to in the introduction and shown in the
figures of Refs. [3, 4].

2. Separation energy dependence

In the previously studied weakly-bound proton cases,
9C and 8B [12], of order one third of the proton removal
cross section was due to elastic breakup. The calcu-
lated elastic breakup fractions for removal from the active
1d5/2, 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 sd-shell proton orbitals of 28Mg
all show a similar dependence as the proton separation
energy Sp is allowed to change by a factor of 40, from
0.5 to 20 MeV, in Fig. 2. Thus, the overall percentage
of diffraction events has little sensitivity to the details
of the shell-model calculations and their spectroscopic
factors. As is expected the elastic breakup fraction de-
creases with increasing separation energy but at nothing
like the rate expected were the dependences as 1/

√

Sp ,
that would suggest a reduction of more than a factor of
6. This is confirmation, see e.g. Fig. 3 of [3], that the
reaction is not asymptotic. We consider the physically

dominant 1d5/2 case. Here, the elastic fraction falls by
less than a factor of two, from 28 % to 17 %, over the
range of separation energies and these changes correlate
much more closely with the weaker sensitivity of the rms
radius, rsp, of the orbital to Sp (that ranges from 4.20 to
3.22 fm). For the calculations shown in Fig. 2 the 1d5/2

elastic breakup fraction is found to scale as r
3/2
sp to better

than 5% over the range of Sp considered. It would be of
interest to examine this dependence further, experimen-
tally, with data on nearby sd-shell nuclei having a range
of Sp.

C. Angular acceptance correction

Given the expected and calculated dominance of the
ground-state to ground-state 5/2+ transition, a contin-
uum discretized coupled channels (CDCC) calculation for
the elastic breakup from a 1d5/2 proton orbit is used to
estimate those breakup events that are unobserved due
to the angular acceptance of HiRA; as were used for the
lighter projectile data [12]. The CDCC calculations are
performed using the direct reactions code fresco [19].
The calculations describe 28Mg in terms of its dominant
27Na plus proton ground-state configuration and include
27Na+p breakup states for configurations with relative
orbital angular momenta ℓ = 0 − 4 and relative energy
up to 30 MeV. For each breakup partial wave this contin-
uum energy interval is divided into 15 bins, while the cou-
pled channels calculations include projectile-target par-
tial waves up to total angular momentum 300 and use
a matching radius of 50 fm. The theoretical optical po-
tentials, bound state radial wave functions and other in-
puts used were in common with those used in the eikonal
calculations of Section IVB. The model space required
for a stable calculation is far more demanding than in
the weakly-bound, light projectile cases and it was not
clear that the calculation and the derived observables
were fully converged. Thus, the correction should be in-
terpreted as indicative and not fully quantitative.
Within this CDCC model space, the exclusive lab-

oratory frame elastic breakup differential cross section
(d3σ/dEpdΩpdΩr), see e.g. Ref. [20], was computed.
This differential cross section, fully-integrated over the
proton and residue final state variables was then com-
pared with that integrated over the experimental accep-
tances; that the 27Na residue travels in the forward di-
rection with ∆Ωr= 21 msr and that ϑp = 9 − 56◦; see
also [12] for further details. Based on this three-body
CDCC model analysis we estimate that 15% of the elastic
breakup events will be unobserved by the detector (po-
lar angle) acceptances of the present experimental setup.
This provides an approximate angular acceptance correc-
tion factor to the measured (lower-limit) elastic breakup
fractions. If applied to the fraction measured in focused
mode (12.5(17) % presented in Section III), which is bet-
ter suited since the angles of protons can be determined
with high accuracy, a deduced elastic breakup fraction of
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14.7(20)% is obtained. This experimental value is shown
in Fig. 3. If instead the value measured in the dispersion
matched mode is corrected for the proton angle accep-
tance, the resulting elastic breakup fraction amounts to
13.2(14)%.

D. Bound state transition corrections

The eikonal model calculations presented above follow
the formalism of Ref. [5], specifically, Eqs. (2) and (4–
8), and use potential and size parameters as described in
Section IVB. These calculations take only the i = 0 term
in the calculation of the elastic breakup part of the single-
particle cross section in Eq. (6) of [5]. The expression for
the elastic breakup cross section to a given residue final
state c, that is assumed to be a spectator in the reaction,
is written as the following integral over the projectile

center-of mass impact parameters ~b,

σelas
sp (c) =

1

2I + 1

∫

d~b
[

∑

M

〈φc
IM | |ScSp|2|φc

IM 〉 −

∑

iγm′,M

|〈φ cj′

γm′(i)|ScSp|φc
IM 〉|2

]

,

where Sc and Sp are the residue- and proton-target elastic
scattering S-matrices and γ denotes the core spin sub-
state. Here, φc

IM is the (normalized) angular momen-
tum coupled configuration of the core state and the pro-
ton in the projectile ground state, so, for 28Mg(Iπ=0+),

φc
00 ≡ [c⊗n(ℓs)j]00. The φ

cj′

γm′(i) represent product states

of the particular residue (spectator core) state cγ and a
proton in a configuration [n′(ℓ′s)j′m′]. The i = 0 term
represents the n′ℓ′j′ ≡ 1d5/2, 1d3/2 or 2s1/2 proton bound

state, respectively, for the 5/2+, 3/2+ and 1/2+ residue
final states of importance here, the same nℓj orbital as
appears in φc

00. Extra terms, with i 6= 0, represent other
possible bound proton single-particle configurations with
respect to the core state c. So, the elastic breakup cal-
culations presented in Table I, truncated to i = 0, as-
sume that all projectile-target interactions that remove
the proton from the given entrance channel configura-
tion, 1d5/2, 1d3/2 or 2s1/2, lead to continuum states of
27Na and the proton and elastic breakup. These neglect
proton single-particle transitions to other bound states of
the proton and the residue c. As is clear from the struc-
ture of the equation for σelas

sp (c), the inclusion of such
transitions will necessarily reduce the calculated elastic
breakup cross section.
The role of such transitions between bound configu-

rations was calculated and found to have a very minor
effect on the single particle cross sections (stripping plus
diffraction) for light neutron-rich nuclei (of order 3% in
Ref. [5]). This was due in part to the importance and
dominance of the stripping mechanism, even for weakly-
bound nucleons, seen in Fig. 2, and to the likelihood of
a small number of such bound i 6= 0 configurations when

removing a weakly-bound nucleon of an excess species.
Such terms have since been neglected in comparisons
with data.
Since the present work involves a direct and exclusive

measurement of the elastic breakup contribution and a
well-bound proton, it is opportune to estimate this ef-
fect in this case. In addition to the i = 0 terms, the
set of possible bound configurations (i = 1, 2, 3) may in-
volve proton 1d5/2, 1d3/2, 2s1/2 and 1f7/2 configurations.
Whether there is bound 1f7/2 proton strength with re-
spect to the core states is unclear. A spherical HF cal-
culation for 28Mg using the Skyrme SkX interaction [21]
does bind the π1f7/2 orbital by ≈1 MeV. The reduced ra-
dius parameter r0 consistent with HF constraints is 1.209
fm for this 7/2− orbital.
The eikonal calculations of σelas

sp (c) have been repeated.
In addition to the i = 0 calculations of Table I, repro-
duced and denoted 0 in Table II, we show there the results
for calculations that include bound transitions assuming
a 1d5/2, 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 space (denoted ds) and also when
including an assumed 1f7/2 bound state at the calculated
HF separation energy of 0.84 MeV (denoted dsf). Ta-
ble II shows, in each case, the theoretical partial and
inclusive removal cross sections, calculated as in Table I,
and the computed percentage contribution from elastic
breakup. As must be the case, this elastic breakup cross
section fraction is reduced as the space of possible proton
transitions to bound states is increased, since these tran-
sitions remove flux hitherto assumed to lead to breakup.
However, as was found in [5], the effect on the inclusive
proton removal cross section is small (. 3%) and within
the errors for typical data sets involving well-bound nu-
cleon removal.

TABLE II: Theoretical cross sections for one-proton removal
from 28Mg at 93 MeV/nucleon on a 9Be target. Calcula-
tions use the USD shell model spectroscopic factors of Ta-
ble I. The predicted percentages of elastic breakup events are
shown in the columns headed elas. The three sets of calcula-
tions, labeled 0, ds and dsf , result from eikonal model calcu-
lations that neglect (case 0) and include (cases ds and dsf)
the effects of proton single-particle transitions between bound
states upon the elastic breakup calculation. Full details are
given in the text of Section IVD.

Jπ Ex σth elas σth elas σth elas
(MeV) (mb) (%) (mb) (%) (mb) (%)

0 0 ds ds dsf dsf
5/2+ 0.000 47.22 17.9 46.14 16.0 45.71 15.2
3/2+ 0.014 3.59 17.8 3.51 16.0 3.50 15.6
1/2+ 1.630 4.78 19.3 4.60 16.0 4.52 14.6
Sum 55.59 18.0 54.25 16.0 53.73 15.2

The calculations suggest, however, that the eikonal
model percentage of elastic breakup events shown in Ta-
ble I (i.e. calculation 0) and in Fig. 2, of 18%, is too
large. The most reliable estimate based on these ex-
tended calculations, summarized in Table II, is that the
elastic fraction is 16%, since the additional assumption
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of bound π1f7/2 states is speculative. Fig. 3 shows that
these theoretical values are in good agreement with that,
14.7(20)%, deduced from the present more exclusive mea-
surement. For completeness, Fig. 2 also shows the cal-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Experimental (black squares) and theo-
retical (green circles) fractional contribution (%) of the elastic
breakup (diffraction) reaction mechanism to the proton re-
moval cross section as a function of the proton separation en-
ergy. In addition to the present study the figure also shows the
previously measured cases of weakly-bound proton removals
from 9C and 8B [12].

culated and experimental values for the earlier-studied
cases, of proton removal from 9C and 8B [12]. For all
three cases, spanning a wide range in separation energies,
theoretical calculations agree with the experimentally de-
termined fractional contribution of the elastic breakup
reaction mechanism.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have studied the one-proton removal
reaction from the neutron-rich sd-shell nucleus 28Mg at
the intermediate energy of 93 MeV per nucleon. Light
charged particles were detected in coincidence with the
fast 27Na residues allowing the missing mass spectrum to
be measured. The distribution of events in the missing
mass spectrum allowed the determination of the relative
contribution of elastic breakup to the removal reaction
in this case of a well-bound proton. This deduced frac-
tion of elastic breakup events was found to be in good
agreement with the eikonal model calculations of the re-
action yields within the experimental and theoretical un-
certainties, extending the earlier-reported agreement for
removal reactions involving weakly-bound protons.
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